2022-2023 Greenwood County 4-H Award Program

Membership Award
Savannah Bruno-Pelky RW
Duke Coulter HS
John Curry MPS
Matthain Oltman FM
Brody Rockhill HS
Hiatt Seaton MPS
Bryce Teter HS

Gold Award
Caylin Luthi MPS
Lydia Mason RW
Sutton Nelson FM
Hannah Perrier RW

Gold Guard
Cody Johnson HS

Bronze Award
Larkyn Bailey MPS
Noah Everly-Burtin HS
Laikyn Henke MPS
Kiah Luthi MPS
Katelyn Nutsch WVGG
Tyler Nutsch WVGG
Stella Shivers RW
Clay Teter HS

Clover Award
Kinsley Cox FM
Kenyon Curry MPS
Charlie Lindamood FM
Carver McDonald MPS
Cinch Stapleford FM

Emerald Award
Jorja Beeman MPS
Jersey Cox FM
Luke Oltman FM

Silver Award
Tavin Austin HS
Henry Lindamood FM
Elias Mason RW
Reid Nelson FM
Henry Perrier RW
Brynn Roth MPS
Lylly Stapleford FM

Silver Guard Award
Sydney Lindamood FM

Leadership Award
Cort Decker HS
Makenna Engle MPS
Gabe Oltman FM
Addison Westerman RW

Key Award
Brooke Gaines MPS
Corinne Nelson FM
Lyle Perrier RW

Officers Books
Secretary
Harmony Sunflowers - Purple
Racing Wranglers
Madison Pacesetters
Fancy Mustangs
Fall River 55’ers

Treasurer
Madison Pacesetters - Purple
Harmony Sunflowers
Racing Wranglers
Fancy Mustangs
Fall River 55’ers

Reporter
Madison Pacesetters - Purple
Harmony Sunflowers
Fancy Mustangs

Historian
Fancy Mustangs - Purple

2023 Greenwood County Fair Winners

High Point Girl
Sydney Lindamood
Fancy Mustangs

High Point Boy
Henry Lindamood
Fancy Mustangs

Club Seals
Fancy Mustangs Purple
Harmony Sunflowers Purple
Madison Pacesetters Purple
Racing Wranglers Purple
Willow Valley Go-Getters White

Top Record Books
1st - Lyle Perrier (RW) - Beef
2nd - Caylin Luthi (MPS) - Leadership
3rd - Brooke Gaines (MPS) - Meat Goats

Project Winners
★ Indicate Sr. Project winners that may apply for Area consideration.

BEEF
Sr.
★ Lyle Perrier RW
Hannah Perrier RW
Addison Westerman RW
Lane Darbo MPS
Sutton Nelson FM

Int.
Luke Oltman FM
Reid Nelson FM

Jr.
Stella Shivers RW
Clay Teter HS

BUCKET CALF
Int.
Henry Lindamood FM
Tess Fankhauser MPS
Grant Fankhauser MPS
Cinch Stapleford FM

Jr.
Laikyn Henke MPS
Charlie Lindamood FM
Matthan Oltman FM
Noah Everly-Burtin HS
Duke Coulter HS
CLOTHING & TEXTILES

Sr.
★ Emma Fankhauser
Makenna Engle
MPS

Int.
Henry Lindamood
Tess Fankhauser
MPS

Jr.
Charlie Lindamood
Stella Shivers
Katelyn Nutsch
RW

DOGS

Int.
Jersey Cox
FM

FIBER ARTS

Sr.
★ Emma Fankhauser
MPS

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Henry Lindamood
FM

FOODS & NUTRITION

Sr.
★ Brynn Roth
Emma Fankhauser
MPS

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Henry Lindamood
Larkyn Bailey
Grant Fankhauser
Tess Fankhauser
FM

Jr.
Stella Shivers
Brody Rockhill
Noah Everly-Burtin
Katelyn Nutsch
RW

LEADERSHIP

Sr.
★ Caylin Luthi
MPS

MEAT GOATS

Sr.
★ Brooke Gaines
MPS

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Elias Mason
Haddie Mae Seaton
RW

Jr.
Laikyn Henke
Hiatt Seaton
MPS

PHOTOGRAPHY

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Henry Lindamood
Larkyn Bailey
FM

Jr.
Charlie Lindamood
John Curry
MPS

PLANT SCIENCE

Sr.
★ Cody Johnson
HS

Int.
Henry Lindamood
Sydney Lindamood
FM

Jr.
Kiah Luthi
Charlie Lindamood
FM

POULTRY

Int.
Tavin Austin
HS

RABBITS

Int.
Larkyn Bailey
Kinsley Cox
MPS

SHEEP

Int.
Cort Decker
HS

Jr.
Bryce Teter
HS

SHOOTING SPORTS

Sr.
★ Savannah Bruno-Pelky
Cassidy Baker
RW

STEM

Int.
Henry Lindamood
Grant Fankhauser
FM

Jr.
Charlie Lindamood
FM

SWINE

Sr.
★ Corinne Nelson
FM

Int.
Jorja Beeman
Gabe Oltman
MPS

VISUAL ARTS & CRAFTS

Sr.
★ Lydia Mason
Emma Fankhauser
RW

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Tess Fankhauser
MPS

Jr.
Charlie Lindamood
Katelyn Nutsch
WVGG

WILDLIFE

Jr.
Carver McDonald
MPS

WOOD SCIENCE

Sr.
★ Emma Fankhauser
MPS

Int.
Sydney Lindamood
Henry Lindamood
Tess Fankhauser
FM

Jr.
Charlie Lindamood
Kenyon Curry
MPS